
Alcoholic drinks manufacturer, marketer, and distributor C&C Group
has this morning reported a stronger performance for H1 of its
financial year, as two of its man regions, Ireland and the United
Kingdom, saw phased re-openings of their respective hospitality
sectors. In its trading update, C&C Group stated that it expects group
net revenue to come in at €657m for the six month period up to the
end of August. The company saw revenues of €398m during the same
period last year, and €896m the previous year before the pandemic.
Operating profits for the six months is forecast to be €16m, versus last
year's €12m loss and 2019's €66m profit.
"Despite sector challenges, our business has shown its inherent
strength and cash generation capability in the first half of FY2022" said
C&C chief executive David Forde, "As the on-trade has progressively re-
opened, we returned to profitability and worked closely with our
customers to meet the resurgence in customer demand".
Within the alcoholic beverages industry, Diageo remains to be our
preferred stock. While Diageo currently has a higher debt:equity ratio
(c.175%) versus its historical average, we believe the firm's balance
sheet in general continues to be in a better place than that of C&C.
Where C&C was loss-making during H1 last year, Diageo continued to
see positive earnings throughout the whole pandemic period. Diageo,
even throughout the Covid crisis, continued to steadily increase its
dividend payout, still reasonably well covered by its 64% pay-out ratio.
This compares to C&C, who have not paid out since the end of 2019.
With its forward-looking P/E ratio of under 27 times (vs C&C's 33x), we
still see relative value to be had with regard to Diageo, and reiterate
our 'buy' rating on this name. Including this morning's 4.5% price boost,
C&C stock has gained 11.15% so far this year, versus Diageo's +20%.
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Equities: European markets are roughly 0.70% higher on Thursday morning, after a mixed
session in Asia overnight. The broad market narrative remains for now - of concerns around
global economic growth as we still struggle with the Delta variant, offset somewhat by the
longstanding buy-the-dip mantra of the past 18 months. US traders will look to the retail sales
results this afternoon for some movement in equity prices, as S&P 500 futures trade
sideways this morning while the VIX sits at $18.30.
Currencies: FX moves over the next week will most likely be dominated by the Dollar and the
FOMC meeting on Wednesday evening. We expect to see very low USD volatility until this Fed
release, as traders keep their powder dry in the days leading up to the risk event. If the
central bank's tapering is delayed into the beginning of next year, due to slowing growth in
the region, the greenback may see some downside in the weeks ahead. EUR/USD at 1.177 at
the time of writing, GBP/USD (cable) at 1.382.
Safe-havens: Government bonds are mostly flat this morning on both sides of the Atlantic,
the German 10yr Bund briefly touching its highest yield in two months just above the -0.30%
round figure.
Looking ahead: The highlight of the day in terms of economic data points will come from the
US this afternoon when they release monthly Retail Sales figures for August, expected to fall
slightly m/m. ECB President Lagarde will also speak at 1pm at an online event, but is not
widely expected to drop any monetary policy hints. All eyes next week will be on the Federal
Reserve release, on Wednesday the 22nd at 7pm.

C&C and Diageo

Ryanair
Ryanair, in its pre-AGM statement today, has today increased its long-
term traffic forecast and says it expects to fly circa 225m passengers
per year by 2026, up from the previous 200m forecast as the airline
envisages a robust recovery from the pandemic. 
Ryanair, who will host its AGM in Dublin later today, has said that the
planned delivery of 210 Boeing 737 MAX planes over the next 5 years
will allow it to accelerate its post-Covid growth. Michael O'Leary, group
chief executive, said the performance of these "gamechanger" aircraft
has already begun to exceed expectations. The CEO went on to add
that "Only Ryanair has used this crisis to place significantly increased
aircraft orders, to expand our airport partnerships, and to secure lower
operating costs so that we can pass on even lower fares to our guests."
O'Leary also claimed that Ireland needs an aviation recovery plan if it is
to capture its fair share of the rebound within the sector. "The one
thing we have been critical of Eamon Ryan and transport is that there is
not an aviation recovery plan yet, despite the fact that a plan has been
sitting on his desk for 15 months...Meanwhile, Spain, Portugal, Italy are
all out there with recovery plans, reducing taxes on aviation."
Ryanair shares are over 6% higher at the time of writing to €16.30, and
are now back at the middle of their 10-month range.


